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to reforms and to ensuring “the peaceful free expression of Syrian citizens’ will” (http://eng.kremlin.ru/news/2264).
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16. Though there are major differences in estimated losses calculated by different Chinese sources, comments by officials from the Ministry of Commerce and the China International Contractors Association acknowledge that the losses were severe. See Huang, “China Counting Financial Losses in Libya.”

17. See the comments of Foreign Affairs spokesman Ma Zhaoxu, Xinhua, August 22, 2011 (www.china.org.cn).

18. A subsequent official estimate placed the total number of Chinese projects in Libya at fifty, with a total worth of $18.8 billion. See Zheng Yangpeng and Wang Yan, “NTL Recognized as Ruling Authority,” China Daily, September 13, 2011.

19. Yun Sun, “China’s Acquiescence on UNSCR 1973.”


21. For additional details, see Gabe Collins and Andrew Erickson, “Implications of China’s Military Evacuation of Citizens from Libya,” China Brief 11 no. 4 (March 10, 2011) (www.jamestown.org/programs/chinabrief/single/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=37633&cHash=7278cfd21e6fb19afe8a823c5cf8f07).
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